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I have had a valuable opportunity afforded me during the last few
months, that of loing able to take the time to do some un . od thinking,
to look about me and take stock, and above all to reflect upon the many
things I have learned over the span of my career to date and the tilings to
come, Seldom is a person able to take time out to engage in this
exhilarating pastima.
Under these circumstances there are many things which I examined,
mulled over, catalogued, and filed away as being understood and available for
future use when called for. flow and then, however, I stumbled over a topic
which persisted in remaining in the forefront demanding further consideration.
Jtfven after a reasonable period of cogitation a large number of ite rf ained
unclarified.
I chose one of these brainte&sers for the subject of my paper not
fcggfittgft * toy®.W illusj.qn^,tfta^ ,Jj wffl be able , fo, .propound a valid, qol^ton
&P gugfo a ^hprt %r*§.%fa?t bu,t because 1 consider i% o^.,s;af,ficiQn^,,Amp.P^ancei
to warrant an attempt to make an adequate analysis of the problem and expose
H It ffltftl-Ufflr WHMllhllllm IWfcftlt fflg tflTllW %%« *UOmv9 during my next
tour of duty as a Comptroller of a major field activity, I expect to devote
considerable time and effort, toward effecting an acceptable and wo*
solution. This then is in the nature of a preliminary to the main event.
Should I be successful in my endeavor I am sure the benefits to the ?.;avy will
more than pay for the Uavy Comptrollership Program at George Washington
University for rna^r years to come.
ii

This particular subject results from contemplation of the broad
area of education and training as it is currently in vogue. I shall, in
the interest of brevity, treat education and training as one and the same.
It is true that normally "education" is defined as the general and formal
word for schooling, especially in an institution of learning while "training,"
although essentially synonymous, connotes guidance and practice to gain
skill or facility, Nevertheless the objective is the aamv; the imparti;
of information to an individual to improve his ability to accomplish his
job in a better fashion, be it a narrow specialty or a broad management
function. It is amazing how "formal training" has insinuated itself into
a position where it is usurping a Major portion of the lifetime of most
individuals. At forty years of age I find that I have spent twenty years in
school, or exactly half my life. And it is generally accepted as true t
we learn continually in an informal fashion from many sources all our life,
Yet I find that with all this emphasis on training, a dollar evaluation of
the results achieved is obtained in only a few rare cases, Purely this
common denominator, the dollar, of our industrial civilization should b©
applied in this area also,
I do not wish to convey the impression that I am against training.
Instead I am a strong advocate of training in all cases where a need exists.
However, I believe it is essential that some valid, tangible evaluation be
made of the results of training to permit management to know what results
ar« being attained. Undoubtedly such a presentation would soon become the
strongest argument for future training of a similar nature.
iii

I wish to give credit to iir. C &. Koenig, Code 72/f, and
. i&lt Raines, Code 2714-, both of the Bureau of Ships, and iir. I* C. Hickisch,
Code 130, ftorfolk ifeval Shipyard, all of vtaa through discussion and provision
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THE COt&mWSi X.RW-.
The Coraptroller, in any enterprise, Is normally charged with the
responsibility, among others, of accumulating pertinent data, analysing
this data, and presenting a considered evaluation of the facts concerning
any expenditure of funds by the organisation. He is the financial manager
of the company and, as has been so succinctly expressed in a manner most
analogous to i&val practice, he, in his staff capacity, is the navigator
of the ship. His is the responsibility to chart the planned course to be
pursued by the activity in financial natters. The policy decisions,
course, oust be made by the line executives of the organisation.
Comptroller xaist strive to provide the infoismtlon and background necessary
to elevate these officials 1 judgment to the highest degree of excellence
feasible, Should the Comptroller be particularly concerned with the area
of training in his perusal of the financial affairst I say quite boldly
yesl The training costs in aost activities are quite sisable.
The Sfanagement Control Division of the Bureau of Ships (Navy
Department) recently conducted a review of training in the various naval
ipyards and attempted to correlate the results with some significant
factor such as workload. The points of particular interest in this dis-
cussion are two. First I quote an introductory statement in the summary
analysis of the report, "It is recognised that the bone* a sound
training program cannot be readily raeasured but the need for such a program
universally accepted by large industrial organisatj . This is the

2nortaal opinion that I find to be included in one form or another in most
writings on training. Second the reportable money expended for training
is expressed in several ways* ".0,3 to .08 dollars per productive labor hour
worked; 30 to 77 dollars per employee each year; about 700,000 dollars per
year for an average Shipyard." Thi3 is an important money outlay and as
such should be carefully reviewed.
I have very little doubt that a survey of civilian businesses would
reveal that their training costs are as great and in most cases greater than
those found in the Ifevy,
I believe it is of interest to taice a look at the training policy
under which we conduct such extensive training. Uome activities, unfortu-
nately, have not even progressed to the point of having a policy to promulgate.
In many of these instances we find that training is being carried out for
training's sake alone; i.e., it is the popular thing to do*
One civilian company has a stated policy concerning its management
program of s
This program is a progressive, long range plan aimed at the
development of administrative and executive personnel from
within the organization. It is to help in accomplishing
three basic company principles. These are first, making
fairly and equally available to every employee the opportunity
to advance to executive level, iiecond, iaaking promotions to
and within the administrative level on a company-wide basis
to provide the maximum number of opportunities for qualified
individuals. Third, -^making every effort to base promotions
on individual merit.
1John W. Riegel, ftxjecu.UY9 ItelPMaft (**& Arbor: University of
Ittchigan Press, 1952), 42.

3This, to roe, Is & very sound policy and well wort:, study cy anyone attempting
to establish a training policy • the Savy Department tios its policy nor©
directly to work performance*
The aim of the program is to rj&intain a well trained, capable
force of etaployees, equipped to perfona an effective job fis
the i>opartoent of the Navy, This aim is premised on the
principle that it is the responsibility of tfanagaraent to raise
operating efficiency through adequate development of all
The application of this policy by field activities has basically been along
the lines of only considering training in those eases where there is a
denonstrable need therefor* Another confirmation of the responsibility of
for training cooes from ?4r. W # F. Wrightnour who states that in
his coiapenyt "The principle is accepted that development training is the
2
responsibility of the company not the individual . w
This cross-section sampling of policy statenents is sufficient to
show that the mantle of training can he spread to enfold almost any activity
which tends to improve the individual , regardless of job or position., in his
present job or prepare hia for possible future Jobs. Thus thei^ «mst he
intelligent control of this broad function.
the iiavy Department policy is that the responsibility for initiation
oi training is a line responsibility of <aanagetaent. Likewise the ration
of the training plan and the evaluation of results attained is a line
responsibility, a his is not to say that training specialists should not be
called in to assist and advise as required by management.
.
mmmmmm**m*Bmmmm****mam\\ M mmtmnprn u nwniuwmtm^ " m i •mi}» m»>im*mmm**»**mm*'^m\ »m\ - m «—i
Office of Industrial Kslatlm, Mttftl V4YtjUaffi fol»ffllflfeLi&
!t<(Washing on, 3. 0., Government <>rinting Office 1954.), 230. j.
-William F. wrightnour, *tfanage»ent ftovelopraentt

Most companies require some node of justification for major training
program* The Jiavy specifically requires written justification for all
organized programs and, in the case of those requiring payment of appropriated
funds to outside-Navy agents or civilian agencies or for instructional
services, approval is at the Secretary of the Navy level. Thus, we have the
framework for proper justification of training expenditures, nevertheless
we often find these justifications to be nothing more than a smokescreen of
words masking the fact that no valid means have been developed to measure
the results of the program if adopted. Further where the writeup will
usually include some statement of the expected evaluation of the results at
a later date, it is much too easy to gloss over these results in an after-
the-fact manner. In no case, that I have encountered, has the justification
included a statement of the dollar return expected to be red as a
result of the program implementation.
JMueMoK Of Senate
If management is to have some assurance that the money spent on
training is wisely spent, there must be an acceptable evaluation of the
results of the training performed. In some areas such as mechanical
job skills there is very little difficulty and argument over evaluation.
However, in the areas of less specific measurable skills we will encounter
a great deal of arguments as to why evaluation is unnecessary or why it is
impractical. I quote a few of these from a well-known training man?

Does ell evaluation of training i lean raeasuring results in
dollara and cents'/ Methods of evaluation mu3t fit the
training to be evaluated. If its accomplishments can be
expressed in hours, pieces, tons, or money, that method
should be used. If tills is impossible, other methods must
be employed. In many fields, evaluation can be based only
upon a record of all available evidence which shows the
degree to which training objectives were or were not
realized, the improvements effected, and their effect upon
the company. • rom this evidence, training men and executives
will decide whether the degree of success justifies the ex-
penditure of time, energy and money, i>uch an evaluation
will be subjective and may be far from scientific, but it
will be the ojfly QW gPPfiiMo* *t also will be vastly
better and more inforrmtive than dollars—and-cents evaluation
in which values are hypothetic ,
^m readers will object to the subjective nature
ox this measurement , claii/iing that evaluation xaust be
wholly objective and always capable of being translated
into dollars and cent3. This is a happy wish, but not
one likely to be fulfilled in an area dealing with social
skills , To demand and expect in the social fields the
same kind of lieasureaent that is possible in the physical
sciences is impractical and visionary, indeed.
Why are many training men i-eluctant to evaluate
their programs?
There seem to be two principal reasons. The demand
for evaluation of txaining copies largely from production,
engineering, and scientific iranageraent groups., up of
people who like to deal in figures, hut training can
seldom be evaluated precisely. Training men, therefore,
are unwilling to a.tt<M>fr, j&e .frnpffsg^frfra, end are reluctant
to bring forth approximate, subjective evaluations which
will be rojected as "unscientific" or used tfith blind
faith.
We must also remember that training in QM ind of
education, end that educators in general have not been ealli
upon to prove the exact value of their wares. ik> one questions
the value of reading, writing, and arit! iraetic; no one asks
for evaluations to prove the value of the ability to thi:
well, 3peak clearly and forcefully, or reason soundly.
Similarly, no one douLtc thftt schooling educates mi
effectively than does hit-or- Am unorganized learning.
If we accept all these things on faith, as part of the

wisdom derived from experience, the training man sees no reason
why he should have to prove the value of his particular rathods
and accomplishments.
All of this sounds well and good but, to me, it represents a
poor line of reasoning. In effect it says "This is difficult so why not
take the comfortable way out and accept it on faith because the training
man knows be3t," I am not prepared to accept this concept. Instead I
prefer the kind of thinking expressed by another writer in the field of
training and quote the last two sections of a paper by him.
Tig l&x® cp gftijtv,
The question is frequently asked about the translation of
training results into terras of dollars-and-cents. This
is ordinarily possible only when results have been measured
in terms of direct on-the-job performance records. Thus,
when figures are obtained on increased production, decreased
waste, shorter training time, etc,, it is no great task for
a cost accountant to estitaete what these gains repi-esent
to the company in terms of dollars. Granted that such costing
frequently entails estimates and is, therefore; likely to
be only an approximation} nonetheless, many industrial costing
processes involve similar estimations — as any cost accountant
will readily confess. The point is that a reasonable guess
done by qualified people in the light of some information is
ordinarily nearer the truth than no estimate at all.
ie training people have opposed the finaneial translation
of training benefits. They claim that such translations
fail to reflect intangible benefits. Frankly, I don't
understand what an intangible benefit is. If they are
referring to increased job satisfaction or improved job
attitudes, those benefits affect performance and turnover
and, hence, have concrete financial worth. In any event,
I believe that the wore immediate, "tangible" results of
good training usually in themselves more than justify the
program financially. The few financial figures I have
seen on training results have been impressive in their
rewards as compared with costs. For example, a training
rl G. Planty and Thomas Freston, ^Ye^o,sJ^\j;lsmMW^^ AfrUfoY,
(Hew Xorks The Ronald Press Company; 195A) 410 and 422.

i which Picharuson, Bellow*, Henry and Company did J
a large chemicals concern on materials handling and methods
was estimated, by the concern's own auditors, to have resulted
in an annual saving of nearly 100,000 dolL , rhe training
program cost only a fraction of that figure.
I think that the more frequent attempt to develop financial
estimates of training results will be beneficial both to
the morale of training people and to the interest and
support given to training by top management. To do this,
first evaluate your training in terms of on-the-job per-
formance; then, sit down with a good cost accountant and
work out the figures, The results are likely to oth
surprising and edifyir .
We have seen that evaluation is needed to determine whether
training programs hit thei' . m is
necessary both to the training staff and to top management.
We have described three general standards for judging the
adequacy of trainings (a) expert judgment of the releva-
of methods and facilities j (b) reactions of trainees; and
(c) measures of improvements in <el performance. While
the last of these la ultimately the most desirable, becav
of its directness, the others have their place and deserve
wider use, particularly since t T>e relatively easy to
obtain. When results ar in terras of job improvement,
these effects can and should be translated into financial
terms.
We have also pointed out some technical difficult!
in the design and interpretation of evaluation studio ..
However, these difficulties are far from insurmountable
,
although getting technical help may be necessary to do this,
rhaps all this has set up a togging in your head, and
you're asking yourself if it's worth all the trouble, fes ,
At ,1s ,te.^s %9 eva^uafle,, affOt tajy.fts 34 . ^
lg.,.,vh.Y 89 JlitUe fiMfflflOT, fVfiJflatifoP A> ">"<?- -« " is
time-consumi* , we have to step regai valuation as a
little incic that we can do in our spare time when thir
ease up a bit. Instead, we have to regard it a3 an essential,
and accordingly budget time a ;onnel and money to do it.
Is evaluation worth all this? Several of our other
have pointed out how dependent good training is on defining
our objectives and directing our programs toward ti
Mr. Reed used the illustration of aiming a gun at ducks.

8It seems to me only reasonable that If it is worth our while
to shoot at the ducks; itls worfa the additional effort to find
out whether we hit them. That, ladies and gentlemen, is
•valuation.
This to me makes more sense. It is better to have some means of
dollar evaluation as a reference point for future programs instead of
throwing up our hands and saying it can't be done. Another training
director points out that the managers in his division of the company are
Bade responsible for several things in manpower development including:
"Applying appropriate measures of accountability, appraising results, and
taking steps to correct weaknesses."
All too frequently, when budgeted funds are reduced, the first
area which management starts to eliminate is training. I believe there is
ample evidence that, if the training programs were evaluated in dollar
results and properly presented to management, the reductions would not
be out of proportion with any other segment of the business.
fattttlfrl H^8SXo\\
The question of whether training results should be evaluated or not
is an academic one in my opinion. Ml programs should be evaluated in some
manner. Since the best evaluation is that of direct review of job per-
formance, we should make that our goal and strive to reach it. iiowever,
in the interim we may have to be satisfied with a compromise of less specific
evaluations, these can be valuable too if reviewed with the proper perspective.
^Raymond A. Katzell, "Measuring the Effectiveness of the Training
Program," T.rafojflfc PmffiWs £or fraOm ?fenpower U^eoUvflness, (bubuque,
lowai Wm. C. Drown C orapany, 1952} RSI Report »• 12, 55*
William F. Wrightnour, "Management Developments A Practical
Application," Personnel; The American ianaawaent Association. Vol. 23, No. 4, 1.

The big discussion, I s it, is n&m lag on
the evaluation of results, regardless of how arrived at. I propose that this
is an important means of proving the woith of training and is therefore an
»
essential to bo approached if at all possible,
ice the field to be covered is so large and, since the
controversial area is that of top uianagement development, I will liait the
remainder of ray paper to a closer study of this segment o. . Also,
since I hope to apply my principle of evaluation to training in a Ifeval
Shipyard, I will limit iny consideration to li. I industrial faciliti




management 8 . jm*r and
Nov that the decision is made to delimit the discussion to the top
management area, it appears appropriate to make sure t, k I am
considering is clearly definoi .
First, I want to codefine executive and manager. Hi hear and read
a lot about each, executives and managers. To make a distinction appears
to me to be Eiuch too fine a line to draw, so I a ..ing of all senior
civilians of the establishment, who in conjunction with the IJaval Officers
assigned duty at the installation, make up :ag«a»nt of tho
activity. 1 will refer to them individually or collectively as executives,
managers, or members of rranagement interch ly.
Second, what is development and what is improvement? Generally we
consider improvement that training designed to improve the man in his present
uillet and development the training required to make the man better suited
for promotion to higher responsibility. I have always had groat difficulty
in seeing how the two can be divorced. Anytiiing you do to develop a man will
most certainly improve his performance in his present job, /,
training to improve the manager will certainly contribute toward his broadened
capacity for increased responsibility. i>o, let us say we will make no
particular distinction between development or improvement, they both are





to Caps, for ilana^rent Devel.oprae,^
The question which may well be asked at this tiiie is* Is management
training ready necessary or is it just a fad with transient popularity?
Let us address this question,
I seldom pick up a paper or vnagazine without seeing southing about
a new merger, or a major expansion of a single business, .also, I see some
new restraint or regulation which is being imposed on a segment of industry.
Then, too, all large companies are, so to speak, tooling up to make use of
electronic computers. The point I am attempting to make is the greatly
increased size and complexity of operation oncountered in industry today.
And the Maval industrial activities aro no different with their production
control, scheduling, and high-capacity, high-speed tools, it takes versatile
2 Management indeed, to be able to comprehend all phases of the operation.
In most cases it has become mandatory that no ono individual even attempt
such a broad scope of control; instead we find teams of executives running
the business with each contributing his part. The only way for the work to
be done is by delegation downward to spread the load, &• then we encounter
the added problem so much vocalized these days, that of human relations.
Relation between the top executives, between these men and their subordinates
,
and also that remote and tenuous line of communication with the man on the
firing line, the employee.
With the wealth of written advice and literature in practically all
technical areas any progressive company can have the same tools, plant layout,
organization, etc., as any other. Thus the spark which makes ono succeed
while another fails must come from the management of the successful company.
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One striking example recently highlighted in Life magazine was how inept
management practices almost wrecked the Ford empire. Fortunately competent
management, when installed, was able to inject new life into the company
policies with the outstanding results now apparent. Another case study
close at home for the Itevy is that of the Glenn L, ilartin Company, In the
early nineteen fifties this company was showing a negative net worth and
was in a steep downhill financial cycle practically assuring bankruptcy.
Because of the huge backlog of defense contracts they held which could not
feasibly be placed elsewhere the Ifevy stepped in and forced reorganization
of the company with new management. The results have been remarkable. At
present its net worth is in the vicinity of forty million dollars and its stock
is considered a good uuy. The same people are doing the work with essentially
the same or similar facilities, but we find new management leading the way.
The thinking at ciears and Roebuck is stated thucly:
Sears management recognizes the need for broad gauge executives
and the diminishing supply. They have established a conscious
and deliberate management policy originating at the top to cariy
out a coordinated program of Executive Development because they
felt it necessary to help meet the extensive requirements for
qualified executive manpower in the organization,1
I still am unable to give a concrete answer to the original question
of necessity for training because no one lias devised a good means of evaluation
to show the return received for training given in this area, I can state that
by specific questioning of Contiollers or other responsible individuals in
about thirty-five major companies, I have ascertained that the preponderant
number of them consider some form of executive developraent essential and
their companies are carrying it out. Also we have seen in recent years the
James C , Worthy "Planned Executive Development" (Three Parts)
The Controller June, July and August 1951.

repeated criticism of government activities that they need to iiprovo their
management and its training. I discount a large portion of this as result ...
i lack of full understanding of the operating capabilities of government
officials under the much more harrowing environment which they encounter.
However, we certainly can improve a great deal and take a few ideas from
industry.
I fear that the best X can do at this point of my dissertation
is to quote one author's ideas on what is a good development progr
How Can a Good, or Successful, Program of Executive Development
be Recognized or Evaluated?
The ideal wcy to answer this question would be to list a series
of standards by which any pro if executive development could be
evaluated. But a standard is a criterion of excellence that is
accepted by common consent, end in that sense there are no real
standards in the field of development. Until training men agree
upon what is good and what is not, we oust rely upon criteria
which really are not much more than opinions. The following are
the opinions held by the authors:
1. Any good program of executive development must have as its
primary objective the g-rowth and improvement of human beings. This
means that at least half the effort, and preferably more, must be
devoted to such fundamental learning activities as workshops, case
.studios, role playing, guided experience, conferences, rotation,
counseling, lectures, etc. Inventories, evaluations, and plotting
of futures, which dominate some management development programs,
are aspects of executive auditing. Although useful and even necessary,
they do not constitute executive development.
2. Executive development involves the education and improvement
of capable, experienced adults, many of whom are mature, eminently
successful, and fixed in their ways of thinking and doing. This wor
therefore is difficult, complex and time consuming, and demands t
services of qualified specialists. As a result, any successful program
requires the full-time service, within the organization, of at least
one educator, psychologist , or line executive who has specialized in
the field of development and knows how to get result:,
3. Any good, successful program encourages and helps executives to
broaden their understandings and increase their skills, and in do;<
so leads them to assume increasing responsibilities for their own i>>-
provement. This leads them to rely less and less upon the director
of development and his planned programs, and jx>ro upon their own
undeistanding of their needs and abilities. At the same time, they
may demand more service. This comes in the form of requests for the
staff training man to develop programs for them and give advice and
counsel on plans and programs which they develop for themselves.

u4« Executive development, if it is successful, leads to pro-
nations from within, once a program passes the experimental stage,
therefor© management should find less and less need to go outside
for supervisory, executive, technical, and even professional people,
and should fill more and more iiaportant positions by advancing people
who have followed programs of development*
5. Successful development cultivates opcn-mindedness toward
change and a willingness to examine and try out new and possibly
better methods. This does not mean that new things are accepted
just because they are novel and old ones rejected because they are
old* Hather, there is a wholesome balance between respect for stability
and, willingness to give ±jb up for new and demonstrably better things.
6. Development succeeds only when it enables executives' to meet
today's requirements and also prepares them for the future. !4eeting
present-day requirements means that each person masters the best
ideas and procedures that prevail in his department and firm while the
course of development is in progress. Preparation for the future
goes further - it brings into the company good thought and practice
not already there. To do this, development seeks to broaden vision,
increase understanding, and add to information, on the premise that
modern management i3 alweys interested in improving or replacing
what is now good in preparation for a better tomorrow.
7. A good program of executive development results, not merely
in the progress of a few men, but in sound growth and increasing
success of the entire business. In other words, it enables the
management team to meet the profit requirements of the owners, the
social and citizenship requirements of the community, and the
individual needs of all its employees.
In our opinion, any program of executive development :aay be
called successful if it meets these seven requirements. We doubt
however, whether rules can be given for a more precise evaluation.
Qan we, for example, say that a program wliich gives seventy-five
percent of its time and effort to fundamentals is necessarily one
fourth better than one that gives sixty percent? Are all programs
conducted by one full-time specialist to be rated as equal, and are
those with two specialists necessarily better than programs that
get along with one? Unless such questions can be answered with yes -
and they oanH be - it is obvious that evaluations must be relative
and subjective, and can apply only to individual programs in
individual companies .^
I consider that Naval activities should take full advantage of
the potential gains possible with an enlightened policy of well thought-
out and planned programs of management training. The penalties of
1Xaxl C. Flanty and T. Thomas Freeston, peyelpPJUff vtofflffftlffit
MlltiY (Wow York* The Ronald Press Company, 1954) 416.
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lassitude in this matter can be great* We have all seen activities that
elide into a mire of inefficiency from inept management. In these same
activities we generally note that they find it necessary to advertise
outside their own organizations to find people capable of filling key
positions; how disheartening tliis must be to career employees of the
particular unit,
flMMfflimffiTrt ftmrtoyy
I suggest that each Ifeval activity employing civilian personnel
should conduct an audit of its management and establish and maintain an
inventory of all members of management. This inventory should readily
reveal those individuals in need of special training to improve thorn. We
need not set up a "crown prince" concept of preselection. The benefits of a
general uplifting of all management can be great and at the same time tend
to incite the dynamic individuals to proceed with further individualised
training in the areas they are considered to be weak in. Such an inventory
is not to weed out weaker members of the organization, this is a continuous
responsibility of each executive, rather it Is a means of assuring the
vitality of the organization with capable, eager individuals competing fo:
and striving to attain each new increment of added statue and responsibility
because they are always ready for the next step upward.

:lW1BR III
III OR TO TRAINING VALUATION
The evaluation of training, as I have discussed it in earlier
chapters, is rather weak. It is non-existent in most cases. However, the
best means of evaluation cited in any of my readings is that which is
related to work performance. It is true that this should be support,
lay other criteria whenever possible since in no situation are we able to
eliminate all the side effects. Thus, we are never sure that the improved
performance results from the training alone. Other contributing factors
such as changed working conditions, modified organizations, or bettor
assistants might vary the empirical grading of performance changes due to
training, 'Nevertheless, if we are to approach a valid evaluation of
training given, we must start with tiie basic feature of work performance,
A good reason why no one has made a serious effort to judge
training results by changes in performance of executives is that in the
Naval establishment, and even in most commercial firms, no good descriptive
measure of performance evaluation is used.
The performance rating principles and procedures of the liavy are an
ovolution of several laws and regulatory manuals. In complying with the
many legal restrictions and in making uniform practices for the whole
department, the Navy has arrived at certain instructions which, in effect,
result in practically no written performance differential other than
satisfactory or unsatisfactory. The most applicable of the laws for this
discussion as cited in Departmental instructions is quoted in part:
Performance Rating Act of 1950.—This Act provides that*
For the purpose of recognizing merit of employees and their
contributions to efficiency and economy in the Federal service,
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each department 8haH establish and use one or more performance-
rating plans for evaluating tlie wori; performance of such osaployees;
also, that performance - rating plans shall be as simple as possible,
and each such plan shall provide -
"(l) that proper performance requirements be made known to
all officers and employees;
(2) that perfortaance be fairly appraised in relation to
such requirements;
(3) for the use of appraisals to improve the effectiveness
of employee performance;
(4.) for strengthening supervisor ~ employee relationships; and
(5) that each officer and employee be kept currently advised ,
of his performance and promptly notified of his performance ratin
This statement of objectives is quite broad and allows for a lot
of initiative in its implementation. The Havy Department is consistent
with this policy in listing its objectives. It is revealing to look at
the objectives*
a. The heart of this performance appraisal program is the making
and using of performance appraisals as a part of the regular day-
day supervisory process. Such performance appraisals are not ordi-
narily written, but are the appraisals that are minds of
the supervisors as they oversee the performance of the wor .
b. The major objectives of this performance appraisal im are*
(1) to increase the effectiveness of supervision through the
continuous, constructive use of performance appraisals in the regular
supervisory processes;
(2) to improve the effectiveness of all employees in the per-
formance of their work; and
(3) to improve the efficiency and economy of the service
through the improvement of performance of both supervisory and non-
supervisory employees.
c. The procedures, and the annual preparation of performance
ratings, although necessary, are djLflfchtffrlY .SffiQfflte to the meeting
of the objectives of the performance appraisal pro; , r this
reason, there will be a minimum of procedural requirements and
usxLmum emphasis upon the responsibility of local administration to
Met the objectives. Thft yyftftgllP.JtfU Iffl Plftftfld u,gqy»
^Department of the Navy, jfevy Q.JVMim forgo"?^ In^rueUons,
(Washington, D. G.t Government Printing Office, 1953) 130,1.
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(1) continuous, realistic appraisal of performance in
terms of meeting reasonable requirements;
(2) keeping the employee advised on a continuing basis
of how he is doing; and
(3) using appraisals to improve performance and supervisor-
employee relationships.
Thus, we see that an adequate framework of legal background and
departmental objectives exists to provide for a comprehensive system of
performance appraisal* lk> doubt members of supervision do make mental
appraisals of their subordinates in the day-to-day work relations but un-
fortunately seldom do they keep the subordinate fully advised of his status
and particularly of his weak points. If done, it is carried out only at
annual rating tine and in a perfunctory manner and soon forgotten. In
normal practice, the appraisal is written down and the employee notified of
its content only when it is unsatisfactory and expected to lead to an
unsatisfactory annual rating* leaking proper performance evaluations is
time consuming and a lot of work* Understandably the field activities have,
in the interest of economy of time and effort and in consonance with the
expression of the law to keep it as simple as possible, reduced the
performance rating process to a blanket operation of granting a mark of
satisfactory to all except the very unusual employee. This tenor of operation
inhibits the supervisor from making any great effort at honest appraisal
action* iiince many of the incentive features of personnel administration
are tied to performance appraisal this approach places a dampening effect
upon incentive actions* I contend that the long run effect of a simplified
appraisal system is not economy* The resulting leveling and sameness
influence stifles incentive to improved efficiency. Thus the activity




It is warranted, in the great majority of cases, to keep the
perfoimance appraisal and rating procedure simple and management would
be amiss in not doing so in order to save on management tljrae. However,
it is essential that performance differentials be observed and given
appropriate recognition. This is the key to the competitive spirit which
can lead to even greater improvements in performance and more efficient
rendition of service. In the important area of supervision, i.e. management,
it is doubly necessary in my opinion, that complete written appraisals be
prepared on each member of this group. Such appraisals would serve many
purposes, one of
.tfae, mojo, frapoyforafr be.fry; the defro;ffitina,t4p
l
a fljf the need,,,,
fPC flPBCftfifi to4Ptafi WmyPfis $M .programs Mf Mil to frfre weak sppfe of
IBMffigWytrfr «HH1iY»
There is much resistance to appraisal of management level personnel
in specific terms. Very few people like to be measured 30 they develop all
manner of defenses as to why it is impossible to evaluate empirically the
performance of executive personnel, especially those in staff capacities.
I cannot accept this as true and I am sure many of the major civilian
enterprises would agree with me. A recent survey indicated that at least
Beven-hundred and sixty-eight companies have executive bonus plans. These bonus
plans are in the main based upon individual executive appraisal and his
influence on the company finances. I would like to briefly summarise a
recent article I encounterad on this subject:
The article discusses the example of a company which had ju3t
announced the election of a sales vice-president. The author then
points out that the facts not published were that this was the
tliiid such appointnent in the last four years. Each of the previous
appointees had worked for the company at least fifteen years and
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each failed and was fired. This he contends shows what poor judgment
management of this company exercised in passing up the final
appointee twice to put in the two failures. The question posed
is •why top raanagejaent, after fifteen years experience with these
mn, failed to evaluate correctly their relative effectiveness
In this particular case it turned out that top management did
not use an appraisal system but depended on hunches when making
promotion decisions. This defective approach set the company back
five years in the opinion of its bankers.
The author goes on to say that the judging of executive per-
formance on something more objective than personal opinion has
been an illusive will-o'-the-wisp, iiowever, some companies in
their search for a more scientific basis for judging performance
have reported some hope of hitting pay dirt in this effort.
lie cites the improved accounting systems which permit a better
Measure of operating results, tlowever, shortage of management
personnel caused many companies to play along with those at hand.
And after all M- it is not easy to choose between 'the men and the
boys,' particularly when the boys are old friends
.
M
The three elements oft first, rising competition; second, increased
use of executive incentive bonus plans; and third, the giowing inflexi-
bility in the company's ability to reward executive effort, are oausing
more interest in the establishment of a factual baoiD for appraising
executive performance.
Consideration must be given to leadership exercised and accepted
responsibility for decisions as a means of making an evaluation. Hie
author discussed various approaches to evaluation and concludes that,
even though the area explored to date has been relatively limited,
enough has been accomplished in appraisal research to indicate that
fflTQfl *\ mpaorafte^y .^uccefigfu^ i?ip&ram, adds subs.tanM&ll;/ to .CQjapany
results . lie says, "this is not achieved in the main by a negative
saving in dollars spent, but by providing a release for the profit -
Making talents of individual executives, by permitting the faster
development of piofit - conscious men, and \sy enabling a high level
of motivation to spark, the acquisitive instincts of entrepreneurial
executives. "•*•
This is an enlightening article and does shed a great deal of light
on curient appraisal techniques and the bright possibility of improved means
of evaluation for practical applications. Another author, who has devoted
a lot of thought and study to administrative practices, recently wrote a
discussion of evaluation from another approach. In sunraary this discussion
U:




Hormally to control what is happening in a business, management
checks on results. This usually works out all right when results
are easily traced beck to their causes. But what to do when there
is no clearcut cause and effect relation is a question? lie feels
this is a major problem management faces in trying to appraise
its organization. As he uses it here, "organization" is a process
not a condition. It is the act of defining the responsibilities
of the members of an enterprise and the relations among them.
As he sees it we have no problem in appraising the results of
an enterprise, at least comparatively anyway. However, then we are
faced with finding what the causes were which caused these results,
Knumerating four groups of effective causes: people, organization,
methods of administration, and external influences; the author
points out that the first three are fairly controllable but that
the fourth, external influences, are uncontrollable, Jo we have
here a veil difficult for scientific method to penetrate and this
usually results in the speculative approach.
He considers the one hopeful approach to be that of looking
for the causes of enterprise results in the character of adminjLs-
V^tjion . Thus the hope being to trace the link to ultimate cause
and to relate the relative success or failure of an enterprise
directly to the skill of its organization. Thus he highlights the
defects of an organization rather than its virtues. They are -
[1) Failure to act,
[2) Delay in acting.
[3) Wrong actions,
[4.) lack of quality of effort,
t 5) Lack of quantity of effort,
[6) Waste effort,
[7) Excessive quantity of effort,
[$) Excessive quality of effort.
The conclusions he reaches are that the organization can be
evaluated to a certain degree and the defects found can bo in most
cases traced to defects of personnel. The net result is a possible
means of evaluation of personnel as well as organization,
I believe that these articles and many others which can be found
on the subject amply demonstrate that, although it is difficult to evaluate
executive performance, it is feasible to approach it and it is very rewarding
even in a crude form.
As early as nineteen hundred and fifty-two we find sample forms, of
a nature proven in practice to be effective for executive appraisal, discussed






in each a booK and an article . These evaluate not only the job per-
formance factors taut also the personal behavior and characteristics of the
individual under scrutiny, Such forma can be developed for application to
snost any position which has specific duties assigned*
fergas,ed, ^orfoTregnno PofrMrfal
Returning to the concept that training is justified only where a
need exists the question posed might be "Is there a need for training in
relation to executive performance?" % answer to this question is yes .
Although the I«avy lias been a leader in the field of training, including
management development, and has eneoumged adoption of improved management
practices in all installations, there is still room for a lot of improvements.
The field activities suffer from a rather coiamon ailment. The employees at lower
levels are highly trained in their specialties and then as they progress up
into successively higher positions of responsibility in management they find
it difficult to broaden their viewpoint past the narrow confines of their
specialty barricade. Qreatly increased emphasis needs to be placed upon
administrative ability and scientific management practices. Great strides ar©
being made but, we never stand still, we must keep pushing ahead Icut m slide
backward into inefficiency.
1John W. Riegel, Executive JJevcilopment , (Ann Arbor i University
Michigan Press, 1952), 82 and 102.
2William F. Wrightnour, "i'lanagement Development: A Practical




A PROFO.- - .'iHB OF EVALUATION
The discussion up to this point has boon primarily concerning the
pros and cons of training evaluation end secondarily concerning performance
appraisal* I could continue, at great length, to cite references and render
(juotations on the topic of discussion but this would bring us no closer to
my objective. This objective was stated to be establishment of a means of
evaluating training on the basis of a dollar return. I still consider this
necessary*
fowrte, lifte ffifiprtS ,of, Ira&4flfl
There is a definite sequence associated with each training plan
used, rirst, we must analyze the requii-eiaents of the job to be done,
Second, we must appraise the individual who will do the job and compare his
qualifications with the job requirements. Third, this comparison will
reveal the areas of weakness and strength the man may have. In short it will
provide a profile of his knowledges and skills regarding the job which can
be placed alongside the profile of job requirements to reveal variances.
It is at this point that line management must make the decision concerning
the need for training to fully prepare the man to the job in an efficient
manner. If it is decided that there is sufficient need, then fourth the
manager's senior discusses the analysis with the manager and works out with
him the training plan desired, Fifth, the plan is approved by higher line
authority and implemented, ^ixth, we reappraise the individual to determine




In considering the evaluation of civilian management personnel
performance in tfaval establishments, I can see no insurmountable obstacle.
And so it would appear that we can with certain qualifying statements make a
before and after performance evaluation to observe the effects of training
received.
Let us explore this proposition in more detail of how to arrive at
the before training appraisal. The ungraded, so-called IVa, supervision
of an activity are responsible in most cases for some manner of direct work
accomplishment. Thusly, we can measure their work performance in terms of
the output of the personnel under their management control. This will
constitute one element of their composite score. In addition it will be
necessary to prepare an appraisal form to cover personal behavior and
characteristics. This appraisal will necessarily be assigned a weight to be
figured into the composite score of the individual. And finally his effective
qualities of leadership with respect to certain important features such as
group participation in safety, beneficial suggestions, sick leave, training,
etc., will be assigned a score to round out the composite score.
In the seemingly more difficult area of graded employees, the IVb's,
I consider a plausible method to be available. The factors of personal
behavior and characteristics and leadership qualities can be evaluated
essentially the same as for ungraded personnel. The factor of work performance
can be easily correlated with the position description which each of those
executives must be guided by. In section one of each position description,
in part B, under duties we find enumerated each of the major duties of the
incumbent of the job with a percentage indicated representing the portion of
time devoted to that particular duty. It would appear very appropriate to
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me that we prepare an appraisal sheet of brief nature to cover each of the
duties enumerated. The score for each duty can then be weighted on the
basis of percentage of employee's time devoted to the specific duty and an
appropriate score arrived at for the factor of work performance. This score
with the other two mentioned would result in a composite ccore for the graded
executive be he line or staff.
In theory, we have arrived at a management appraisal score for each
member of our executive group. The score is subject to certain qualifica-
tions and conditions, but it is a comparative measure of the individual's
level of efficiency. Let me state liere that, although it would be of some
benefit to have a common standard of excellence to use as a yardstick for
all members of management, I do not see this as being of primary importance.
The individual should be competing with himself on efficiency. The appraisal
musl bring out his individual points of weakness and the interpretation be
a constructive one of providing him with a means of improving his capabilities,
This i3 where the training need arises. We want to upgrade all our management
to the most efficient level possible consistent with the man's innate ability
to grasp improvements available to him. For effective results this whole
program of appraisal must be not as a club over the employees but as a guide
to their further loaprovement,
I envisage that the mechanics of making an appraisal will be for a
committee consisting of the man's immediate supervisor, his supervisor's
superior, and another supervisor of the first level above the man, who is
familiar with the man, to sit down and carefully carry out the appraisal.
The committee method of evaluation is used extensively In industry with
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good results, And It has been ray observation that, where the committee
nethod of performance rating has been lised in Maval Shipyards, it has
been very effective and satisfactoiy.
All the talent available can now be brought to bear on an analysis
of the man's appraisal and determination of his weaknesses. After this step
then top management must reach a decision as to whether the activity will
support training for this individual. Having reached an affirmative
decision, the man's immediate senior will, in conference with the man,
develop a plan of training required and desired. After approval this plan
will be implemented.
Subsequent to the completion of training, and at reasonable intervals
thereafter a reappraisal of the individual involved will be made. This shall
follow the seuae pattern as the earlier appraisal. A comparison of the before
and after appraisal will give us a measure of the change in the executive's
efficiency in his job.
In order to provide a reassuring check on the efficacy of the
training, the other two means of evaluation should be carried out. The
opinion of experts should be obtained concerning the quality of the tiaining
plan and Its implementation. And the opinion of the executive being trained
should be ascertained concerning the usefulness and benefits of the training
en. These can only be for reassurance, since they do not provide an
empirical measure of worth.
Aq—ssini? the Financial I.ffect
I have postulated a means of arriving at a resultant change in level
of efficiency for the individual when we give him training. Now the problem
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of attaching a money conversion factor to this efficiency score change is to
me the major area requiring attack by the specialists. Nevertheless, I will
think out loud on some of the possibilities.
'von though we in the Navy do not live by a positive profit motive,
the same principle of operation applies. Under the Industrial Fund, th©
operation must be carefully controlled to give the most efficient service
and to arrive at a zero profit. It is really more of a challenge to
management. In business you need only alta for a reasonable profit and
if you obtain a little more no one is unhappy. But in the Fund it is equally
as bad to make a profit as it is to develop a loss. The means of control
must be carefully supervised.
Possibly w© may need to analyze a manager's financial responsibility,
and consequent effect In the activity, on the basis of the budget execution.
This hardly seems valid however since similar levels of responsibility do
not have similar money expenditures to administer.
Another possible means of pricing the individual's effort might be to
take the salary of the individual as a percentage of the total of management
salaries and then take that percentage of the total activity budget as his
financial stake in management.
And then too, we might base it on the total salaries of the persons under
his management control and arrive at a financial figure.
I consider any one of the measures cited as a possible means of
establishing the financial facto 2 that each member of management contributes
to the organization. Since no data is available at th© moment to show which




All of these suggestions provide an arbitrary measure of responsi-
bility and are not valid the purist will contend. I believe that even an
arbitrary establishment of financial responsibility^ as long as it is
consistent, in suitable as a starting point for future development • Until
W <fo qftfcft,„fl Start., BP*Mffff 9m fa ffftogfl*
With the arbitrary financial responsibility of eae er of
management established we need only to apply the individual executive 1
:ge in efficiency level to arrive at a dollar gain resulting from the
training used.
It all sounds complicated. However, I foresee that, with the
attention of experts in the field of training and cost accounting, a workable
and simplified system can be evolved which will serve the purpose admirably.
I see no reason why such an important undertaking should not demand the




I arrive at the conclusion of this discussion with firm convictions.
One of these is that tj-aining is accepted as a necessity by both private
industry and the Navy, Therefore, we are faced with a choice which should
be relatively easy to make. The decision must be made whether to proceed
along with training on blind faith that it must be good and -nutilate the
programs with meataxe action each time an economy wave hits or whether
to develop a valid raeans of evaluation of the results of training, which
can be refined from year to year, which will lend itself to dollar measurement
and ready justification of continued need even during economy periods.
In the important area of management, the basic feature of performance
evaluation must be improved. An effective executive appraisal program can
produce so many factorB vital to efficient personnel administration that
there can be little argument against full implementation of the broad
appraisal policies of the Mavy Department and of the intent of the basic
legislation. It is quite true that a proper program will take a lot of
time and effort, tait, if we are not to devote the needed time to assurii
adequate management performance we might as well eliminate the activity
now and save the taxpayer money. With proper appraisal and a well planned
and justified development program, the resulting efficient operation of




The challenge Is clearly before the top management of each
Government activity to ptovide en efficient and economical service oi
be superseded by civilian contractors. The present Administration will be
only too eager to elirainate inefficient Government activities and piovide
the equivalent service by roeans of contractual arrangement. The Ilavy has,
in its civilian career employees, a loyal devoted group interested In the
welfare and Improverjent of the activities in which they are employed. It is
imperative that top management, therefore, ta^o every opportunity to improve
the caliber of its executive performance. Tills, to me, means taking
advantage of the tool of executive development nore fully, mo far noot
management groups have only skirted the edges of this type of training. It
is probable that much of this reluctance to plunge in is due to the lack of
a valid evaluation method, to I say that the necessary talent should be given
a priority assignment of developing a valid evaluation procedure which can
prove the dollar return on the training given.
She PwtfirelAeri ^ ^fltafrfift
It would appear that the Coraptroller can well play the role of a
catalyst in this situation. He can engender a greater desire for dollar
evaluation of training results by raising the question at each budget review
whore the cost of training is so evident. Concurrently with this crusr.de,
he can work with the Industrial delations department to assure fullest
support of the Comptroller's department for any effort that is made to
gather data for evaluation purposes.
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And finally the Comptroller can very appropilately establish
proper management appraisal methods in his own department and work with
renewed vigor to develop a valid training evaluation method which can be
used as a showcase for the other departments of the activity*



